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46. In the summer months when the nights were lightest outside we were not in Nazareth 

as alleged by  as we went to Ballyhornan for the whole time from the end of 

June until the end of August and so again I think  is either mistaken about this or 

is making this up. It was nearly 9 o’clock or later when the children went to bed in the 

summer as all the staff enjoyed a lie in. 

47. Of the longer nights in the spring the children's bedtime did not change but this is 

because the routine during the school  year was necessary for the orderly running of 

the home. It is of course also possible that  heard other groups making noise as 

they got ready for, and went, to bed and that they were not playing outside.  

48. I do not recall father or mother dying although I do remember when her 

brother died and I most certainly never informed personally her of a family 

bereavement. This would absolutely have been done by the nuns. 

49. I did put a cloth on  pillow at night as he drooled or dribbled a lot in his sleep – 

he seemed to have a lot of phlegm and to make it more pleasant for him I would put a 

dry cloth on his pillow. He is the only boy who had this problem and so the only one I  

treated this way. It was not done to all my boys and it was to both make it more 

comfortable for the child and protect the pillow. This was certainly not intended as a 

punishment – but exactly the opposite.  

50. I do not deny that I would often gently waken some of the children to take them to the 

bathroom at night. These would have been the ones who maybe had wet the bed 

before. I would carry the younger ones and I most certainly did not line them up in the 

cold corridor or half dressed to do this. I would consider it cruelty to let a child lie in a 

wet bed or in wet pyjamas.  

51. I did not work a “shift” as suggested instead I went to bed after all my work with the 

children and other chores were done. 

52. I deny that I checked children's underwear as alleged. The children took their school 

clothes off after school and put their play clothes on. At wash-time any soiled 

underwear would be collected and taken to the laundry. 

53. Mass was not a daily occurrence in mine or any group as it was only the nuns who 

went every day. My group had no chores as I was fussy about the beds being made 

properly and preferred to make them myself. I have read that group cleaned 

floors but my group did not. 

54. I deny that I ever threatened to tell mother not to come to visit him – in fact I 

don't even remember  ever having his mother visit him. 
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when he was in my group. He seemed to enjoy coming back and spending time in the 

kitchen with us. 

74. He would also come at weekends and the weekend cook  was also very 

good to him. I recall that he even spent time at her home. 

75. The accusations made by  are untrue. I never physically abused him as alleged or 

at all and I did not see him being abused by  

76. I did meet another boy and he told me that he'd met .  said 

he was disgusted with him.  He told me  had said “Have you put your claim in 

yet” meaning about his time in care. knows there was no ill treatment. I hope 

the Inquiry are going to hear from people like him also. 

77. I note that he says our boys in  group and mine were called “the dainties” 

- this is true. I had heard this. This was because my group were always well dressed 

and well behaved. I was proud of my group and tried to instil in them a sense of moral 

character and to behave properly. I taught them manners and kept them clean. Not all 

the boys were as well behaved as my group. I achieved this through encouragement 

and praising the boys and making them feel a sense of self worth. I think scaring a 

child is terrible and I do not believe I instilled fear in my boys. 

78. I deny that I made any child lie covered with a blanket as alleged. It did not happen. I 

have now been told that some of the boys allege that it was the older boys who bullied 

them and made them do this. If I had witnessed or been told of older boys bullying 

younger ones I would have told  

79. All of the children went to bed early and whilst they may all complain now it was 

necessary for the orderly running of the home to have the children all fed and washed 

and in bed early as we all had an early start to the day. 

80. I deny that the children I cared for were ever beaten with a stick. And I deny that 

either  or I walked around the dorm with a stick supervising the children. 

We had much work to do when the children went to bed and hadn't time to do the 

kind of patrolling suggested. 

81.  would be a boy I would have found it hard to believe would lie about his 

treatment and his lies have hurt me deeply. Apart from this claim business I don't 

know why  would make this up. 
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